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To Mom, who taught me to love reading words

And to Dad, who taught me to have words  
of my own

  



We the People of the United States, humbly acknowledg-
ing Almighty God as the source of all authority and power 
in civil government, the Lord Jesus Christ as the Ruler 
among the nations, his revealed will as the supreme law of 
the land, in order to constitute a Christian government, 

and in order to form a more perfect union. . . . 
—ProPosed amendment to the Constitution, 

introduced in memorial by  
Senator Charles Sumner, 18641
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The Presbyterian Fringe: Abbreviations, 
Terms, and Language

In order to treat Covenanters as a broad cultural phenomenon, every effort 
has been made to minimize or shorten organizational labels. A guide to 
these groups, their monikers, and their abbreviations is provided here.

Anti-political Engagement

These groups took official stances against participating in political 
elections, juries, and other governmental activity as a witness against 
non-Presbyterian states and secular governments.

RPs —Reformed Presbyterians
—Cameronians
—Society People
—Hard-liners
—Old Light (occasionally also as Old School)
—Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian Church

Anti-Burghers —Seceders who found the Burgher Oath of 
Scotland unacceptable
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Pro-political Engagement

These groups took official stances allowing for various levels of political 
participation with non-Presbyterian states and secular governments.

Engagers —Not always an organization but a recurring title given 
to those in favor of slight modifications to strict 
Covenant obligations

—New Light (occasionally also as New School)
—Reformed Presbyterian General Synod

Seceders —Associate Presbytery of Scotland

Burghers —Seceders who found the Burgher Oath of Scotland 
acceptable

ARs —Associate Reformed Presbyterians
—An American union of Reformed and Burgher 

Seceders, sometimes referred to in the South simply as 
Seceders

UPs —United Presbyterians
—An American union of some ARs and remaining 

Seceders

Original spelling, italics, and capitalization have been retained where 
it is not overly confusing, although some words have been modernized 
for clarity. This is especially true of passages from seventeenth-century 
Scotland as well as personal letters. Editorial clarifications within quotes 
are bracketed.
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Introduction

the united states was not founded as a Christian nation, because 
slavery was in the Constitution and Jesus was not. The people who said 
this, rather loudly and for quite a long time, were called the Covenanters. 
Whereas today most religious conservatives insist that America’s Founders 
created a Christian nation, Covenanters were the most conservative 
Christians in early America, and they vehemently disagreed. Christian 
America advocates such as David Barton and Glenn Beck are anxious to 
blame the mythology of a secular founding on liberals who distort the 
past from the left. Yet, in the actual past, the most strident critique of 
America’s failure to be a Christian nation came from the right.

Conservative Christians today do not have history wrong so much as 
they have it backward. The United States was not founded as a Christian 
nation only to later lose its way. In fact, the United States is a more Christian 
nation today than it was when the Founders wrote the Constitution. We 
trust God on our coins (1864) and paper money (1955). The Post Office 
no longer opens on Sunday (1912). Students pledge allegiance to a nation 
“under God” (1954) and spend government loans and grants to study 
theology at religious schools (1944, 1965). An entire government office 
focuses on helping religious charities use tax money (2001). Presidents 
Bush and Obama both called for national days of prayer each year they 
were in office, something President Jefferson refused to do and President 
Madison did once but later regretted. All of this represents the creation of 
something new, not the continuation of something old.1

When the Founders failed to found a Christian nation it was not by 
accident. They were intentionally dismissing those who sought to mix God 
and government in the new nation in old, European ways. That failure 
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was loudly protested. In the thick of America’s first culture wars were 
the Covenanters, an assortment of radical Scotch-Irish Presbyterian sects 
sharing the conviction that all nations must be in an explicit covenant 
with God. For more than 200  years, these fringe Presbyterians loudly 
demanded that the United States repent of the founding sins embedded in 
its Constitution. Although almost entirely forgotten today, Covenanters’ 
efforts to Christianize America after the fact came shockingly close to 
succeeding then. In the process Covenanters fought the English in mul-
tiple revolutions, confronted the Founders and their godless Constitution, 
took up arms against the federal government in the Whiskey Rebellion, 
offended both George Washington and Thomas Jefferson, served as 
conductors on the Underground Railroad, aided in the founding of the 
American Colonization Society, fought in the Civil War, mounted a 
star-studded national campaign to amend the Constitution to include 
the authority of Jesus, inspired secular Americans to label themselves 
“liberals,” and ultimately displayed to the modern fundamentalist move-
ment the acceptable limits of reform. Along the way they met with, and in 
some cases persuaded, evangelists such as George Whitefield, Founding 
Fathers such as Benjamin Franklin, abolitionists such as John Brown, 
presidents such as Abraham Lincoln, and Supreme Court justices such 
as William Strong. Prompted by the Covenanters, Lincoln considered ask-
ing Congress to amend the Constitution to acknowledge God; he deleted 
the paragraph from his State of the Union only after his shocked Cabinet 
told him it was a horrible idea. By the time they were done, Covenanters 
had inserted their cause into almost every prominent event in American 
history—and very nearly into the Constitution itself.2

Unlike today, in the original Christian America debate the most con-
servative Christians argued that the Founding Fathers failed. Covenanter 
critiques centered on two interrelated themes. The first was the absence 
of Jesus Christ in the Constitution: an affront to God’s name and an open 
statement of rebellion against his reign over the people. The second was 
human slavery and its long wake of American racism: a desecration of 
God’s image. Even as America changed and as life in America changed the 
Covenanters, these arguments maintained a remarkable continuity among 
their religious adherents in both the North and the South, spanning the 
years from the Early Republic to the Civil War era and Reconstruction and 
into the twentieth century. The Covenanters’ insistence on God in the law 
and humanity’s equality before it gave purpose and energy to their fight 
against America’s twin founding sins.
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Like most extremist arguments, Covenanter political logic was decep-
tively simple. A nation was its laws, and law was rooted in the authority of 
God. The English Magna Carta’s preamble issued laws “at the prompting 
of God.” In America’s great charter, however, God was neither prompting 
nor prompted. He was not there at all. Therefore, the Constitution had 
a “We the People” problem. Taking the law out of God’s hands was “an 
assumption of unlawful authority,” one Covenanter wrote, on par with 
leadership by a wanton, raging horde. According to the Covenanters, the 
US Constitution’s preamble displayed the true nature of America’s reli-
gious rebellion: the public, which lacked the rightfully constituted author-
ity to institute power, had replaced a lawful judge (God) with itself. Any 
nation founded by casting off a Christian British government in favor of 
a rebellious “We the People” was bound to present problems for anyone 
hoping for a Christian America.3

Covenanters insisted that while “the People” were of broadly Christian 
heritage, this did not make the United States a Christian nation. Their fel-
low citizens often disagreed. Especially after the religious revivals of the 
Second Great Awakening, many Americans became convinced that since 
they lived in a country of Christians, they therefore lived in a Christian 
country. The widespread popularity of this argument from population 
drove nineteenth-century Covenanters into frenzied denial. A Christian 
culture, even a Christian majority, did not equate to a Christian nation, 
they insisted. Moreover, these “People” were, in fact, deeply divided or apa-
thetic about religion. As one evangelical minister complained just after the 
founding, the three most common denominations in post-Revolutionary 
America were “Deists, Nothingarians, and anythingarians.” Defining the 
nation by its people and cultures, rather than its stated laws, obscured 
more than it clarified because “the People” were not religiously whole. To 
say that the Covenanters attacked the idea of Christian America is not to 
undermine the very real ways that early Americans intertwined their faith 
with their citizenship. Yet the Covenanters’ critical distinction—that by 
the standards of its own time the newly born United States was simultane-
ously a Christian civilization and a secular nation—has been lost on our 
contemporary debates.4

Covenanters saw the church and state as brothers of the same father 
who possessed different talents. The one instituted the father’s spiritual 
will; the other, his physical will. Since both sprang from God’s will, both 
sat beneath the authority of Christ and should reflect the same moral 
standard. State laws should reflect biblical morality. The state could not 
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force religious belief; that was a matter of the heart and the church. It 
could, however, coerce religious obedience, suppress immorality, and 
keep people from offending God’s name and commands because these 
were issues of the body, not the mind. This distinction was largely lost on 
their detractors—another reason Covenanter political theology was a hard 
sell in America. It also caused at least one historian to refer to them as a 
Presbyterian Taliban.5

To square the circle on national religious identity, Covenanters argued, 
“the People” should look backward rather than forward. The secular 
American state was a new and dangerous departure from traditional 
Christian Europe. Thus, the Covenanters did not hold up 1787 nearly 
as highly as they did 1643, when Scotland and England pledged them-
selves to become explicitly Protestant nations with clear enforcement 
of Presbyterian morality. These Christian realms, if only briefly a real-
ity, dominated Covenanters’ political sensibility. They were not so much 
interested in creating a Christian America as in recreating a Christian 
Scotland in America. This accounts for much of what made Covenanter 
logic and tactics different from those of Christian conservatives today.

Another difference was their position on race. Covenanters rejected 
slavery and racism in the very era both emerged as common sense to most 
Americans. In this, they represent another peculiar historical anomaly. 
America’s first Christian nationalists were also some of its most radical 
racial egalitarians. Their antislavery views predated even those of the 
Quakers. Unlike the Quakers, these were Christian militants, protect-
ing their Underground Railroad stations with both prayer and gunfire. 
Perhaps most interesting, the pained Covenanter attempts to maintain 
an antislavery witness in the South stumbled through stages of radical-
ism and moderation into the Civil War before finally being absorbed into 
the white southern mainstream. Such views were difficult to maintain in 
North and South. Their long staying power in Covenanter circles, predat-
ing and outlasting most other forms of racial egalitarianism, indicates the 
ferocity with which they were held even where they eventually gave way. 
Covenanter racial views eventually experienced widespread acceptance in 
American life, while their political perspective did not. This was an out-
come they would never have predicted. To the Covenanter mind, the one 
must necessarily flow from the other. American racism sprang out of its 
lack of Christian law.

A study of the Covenanters is an entrée into understanding what role 
religion could and could not play in early American government. This is 
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not a book about the Founders and Christian America advocates per se 
but, rather, about one particular group of their detractors. It places forgot-
ten Covenanter voices back into the debate over America’s founding. In 
the past, they were dismissed but not ignored. That dismissal tells a story 
about what early Americans believed when they wrote, debated, ratified, 
and modified the US Constitution. We can also learn much by observing 
how far Americans were willing to entertain the twin ideas of abolishing 
slavery and secularism from the Constitution.

Founding Sins traces this history across three centuries and the mul-
tiple countries and states Covenanters tried to redeem for God. Chapter 1 
reveals the roots of Covenanters’ attempts to create a Presbyterian empire 
in Britain, lingering resentment over that failure, and origins of their early 
abolitionism. Chapter  2 traces their migration to colonial America and 
subsequent confrontations with both the British Empire and Founding 
Fathers. Chapter 3 locates Covenanters in the Early Republic and their in 
utero formulation as a distinctly American political movement protesting 
issues such as Sunday mail delivery and memorialization of the Founders. 
Chapter 4 examines their attacks, both headlong and oblique, on slavery 
in the North and South through the Civil War era. Chapter 5 charts the 
high and low tides of Covenanter influence in America, as their surpris-
ingly fruitful efforts to amend the Constitution and maintain racial radi-
calism in the South both failed dramatically and dwindled to sideshows 
on the twentieth-century political stage. The afterword briefly traces the 
Covenanters’ lingering influence on the rise of Christian nationalist 
thought in the twentieth century. To date, no work has brought this story 
together.6

Who was, and who was not, a Covenanter? Founding Sins takes a 
broadly inclusive view of the term, explained over the course of the book. 
All Presbyterians of whatever denomination professing the 1638 National 
Covenant and the 1643 Solemn League and Covenant as models for 
Christian statehood are included. Many Covenanter groups held those 
documents in various stages of high regard. Reformed Presbyterians 
(RPs), Associate Presbyterians, and their American hybrids such as 
Associate Reformed Presbyterians (ARs) and United Presbyterians (UPs) 
all valued the legacy of such historic statements to give insight into their 
own peculiar political circumstances. Many Covenanters were in fact 
embedded within mainline Presbyterianism itself. In effect, such peoples 
believed that every nation (especially Scotland, Britain, and the United 
States) should be in covenant with God. They disagreed among themselves 
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on how this should be accomplished and how much one could participate 
in a godless political system in order to reform it. In many ways and times, 
each of these small groups explicitly claimed that their Covenanter heri-
tage applied to their current circumstances even as they diverged sharply 
from one another as to how. To keep up with the various group names as 
they appear and change, a glossary is provided.7

Over the course of the book, several interrelated insights emerge. First, 
the Christian America debate is much older than is often remembered. 
The United States rebelled against a Christian kingdom and established a 
secular republic. From that moment forward, Americans disagreed vehe-
mently about what such actions meant. Second, Covenanters served as 
the shock troops of Christian America’s assault on the national govern-
ment. Whereas other Christian conservatives belatedly arrived at the idea 
of a national solution to moral waywardness, Covenanters always made 
federal power the object of their efforts. Third, the Christianization of 
the state and questioning of racial slavery were once deeply intertwined. 
Dividing these two issues obscures the way certain reformers saw them 
as parts of a whole. Finally, the Christian Amendment movement was 
more than the product of nineteenth-century angst about immigration 
and Reconstruction. Rather, it hailed from a long and deep Atlantic his-
tory too often left submerged beneath the surface. The Covenanters sus-
tained decidedly Old World logic in a new nation for a remarkably long 
time. Their religion was itself constrained, changed, and sometimes aban-
doned. This was to be expected. They met the inevitable resistance that 
came from flying in the face of the American consensus that God and 
government should not mix. Why and how they did so is a story worth 
remembering.8

Covenanters discovered, pressed, and exceeded the limits of Christian 
nationalism from the Early Republic through the turn of the twentieth 
century. True, despite the great cacophony of religious vantage points 
among Americans in the Revolutionary generation and beyond, a general 
Christian consensus could be found in the country. But that consensus 
could be taken too far. The Covenanters pushed up to and beyond that 
boundary, thus setting the limits of Christian nationalism in America. 
Those who, like this Presbyterian fringe, stood outside that consensus 
held visions of an explicitly Christian nation other Americans sought 
to avoid. What is missing in historical narratives is any sense that these 
actors were part of a distinct voice that contemporaries heard, understood, 
and rejected. It is a voice largely forgotten today. Once we hear it again, 
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we can give those who ask about America’s Christian founding an older 
answer. The United States clearly was not founded as a Christian nation; 
had it been, Jesus Christ would be found in the Constitution and slavery 
would be absent. There were those in the historical moment, however, 
who desperately wished it were otherwise. Their message, and its rejec-
tion, speaks loudly about how much religion early Americans were willing 
to allow in their politics.


